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ABSTRACT 
In environments with multiple sound sources, the auditory system is capable of teasing 
apart the impinging jumbled signal into different mental objects, or streams, as in its ability 
to solve the cocktail party problem. A neural network model of auditory scene analysis, 
called the ARTSTREAM model, is presented that groups different frequency components 
based on pitch and spatial location cues, and selectively allocates the components to different 
streams. The grouping is accomplished through a resonance that develops between a given 
object's pitch, its harmonic spectral components, and (to a lesser extent) its spatial location. 
Those spectral components that are not reinforced by being rnatched with the top-down pro-
totype read-out by the selected object's pitch representation are suppressed, thereby allowing 
another stream to capture these components, as in the "old-plus--new heuristic" of Bregman. 
These resonance and matching mechanisms are specialized versions of Adaptive Resonance 
Theory, or ART, mechanisms. The model is used to simulate data from psychophysical 
grouping experiments, such as how a. tone sweeping upwards in frequency creates a bounce 
percept by grouping with a downward sweeping tone clue to proximity in frequency, even 
if noise replaces the tones at their intersection point. The model also simulates illusory 
auditory percepts such as the auditory continuity illusion of a tone continuing through a 
noise burst even if the tone is not present during the noise, and the scale illusion of Deutsch 
whereby downward and upward scales presented alternately to the two ears are regrouped 
based on frequency proximity, leading to a bounce percept. The stream resonances provide 
the coherence that allows one voice or instrument to be tracked through a multiple source 
environment. 
Key words: auditory scene analysis, streaming, cocktail party problem, neural network, 
resonance, adaptive resonance theory, AHT. 
1 Introduction 
The ability of a listener to pay attention to a particular speaker in a noisy room or in a 
room witb other speakers, e.g. at a cocktail party, attests to the robustness of the auditory 
perceptual system. Even though the harmonics of various sources are mixed together to 
produce one signal at the listener's ear, the auditory system is capable of teasing apart 
this jumbled signal to recognize different mental objects for the different sound sources. 
The ability to segregate these different signals has been termed auditory scene analysis 
(Bregman, 1990). The scene analysis corresponds to the mechanisms by which the auditory 
system selectively groups certain acoustic features, while excluding others, to form internal 
representations of auditory objects. 
An analysis of the mechanisms of auditory scene analysis is important for understanding 
how the buma.n auditory perceptual system operates, as well as for technological applications. 
While speech recognition systems have irnproved greatly within the last decade, they are still 
prone to noise and interference from other speakers. 
1.1 Auditory scene analysis 
The nomenclature associated with auditory scene analysis contains several keywords: source, 
strcarn, grouping and stream segreg<rtion. The source is a physical, external entity which 
produces sound; e.g. a speaker. The perceptual correlate of this source is a stream; i.e., 
it is what the brain takes to be a single sound. The stream is created by the perceptual 
grouping and segregation of acoustic properties that are thought to correspond to an acoustic 
object. Grouping and stream segregation, or streaming, assign appropriate combinations of 
frequency components to a stream through time. For an exhaustive review of auditory scene 
analysis, the reader is referred to Bregman (1990). 
The scene analysis process can be thought of as two processes that interact: a simulta.-
ncous grouping process and a sequential grouping process. For example, in Figure 1, the 
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simultaneous grouping process tries to group B and C together if they have synchronous 
onsets and offsets, or if they are harmonically related. Similarly, the sequential grouping 
process tries to group A and B together based on their frequency and temporal proximity. 
(Figure 1) 
1.2 Grouping principles 
In order to denote which acoustic attributes correspond to a stream, researchers, including 
Gestalt scientists and, more recently, Bregman (1990) and his colleagues, have suggested 
several grouping principles: 
• Proximity 
The proximity grouping principle is shown in Figure 1. If two tones are closer together 
in frequency and time, then it is more likely that they should be grouped together, e.g. 
A and B should be grouped together if they are close enough. 
• Closure and belongingness 
Closure and belongingness lead to percepts of continuity and completion. Closure is 
the perceptual phenomenon of completing streams when there is evidence for it. For 
example, listeners may hear a tone continuing through noise under certain conditions 
(Figure 2), even though the tone is not present during the noise (Miller and Licklider, 
1950). Thus, the perceptual system completes the tone across the noise, given the 
evidence that the same frequency tone is present on either side of the noise. This is 
also known as the auditory continuity illusion. 
o Good continuation 
Good continuation states that an object's sound does not make rapid jumps, but 
instead continues smoothly. For example, in Figure 2 the slope of the tone is the same 
on either side of the noise, and thus should be grouped together clue to good continuity 
of the tone. However, if the post-noise tone was at a distant frequency, then the tone 
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would not have good continuity and would not stream across the noise. Note that 
continuity is closely related to proximity. 
• Common fate 
Common fate states that those attributes which are going through similar manifesta-
tions should be grouped together. For example, those frequency components which 
originate from the same spatial location share the same "fate", and therefore, should 
correspond to the same object. Similarly, those frequency components which are being 
modulated (frequency or amplitude) at the same rate or have synchronous onsets and 
offsets should correspond to an object. 
• Principle of "exclusive allocation" 
This principle states that attributes are assigned to one stream or another, but not 
both. While this principle seems to hold in sequential streaming, it can fail in simul-
taneous streaming, where harmonics of two streams can overlap. 
(Figure 2) 
1.3 Primitive versus schema-based segregation 
Bregman (1990) noted that auditory stream segregation consists of a primitive, non-attentive, 
unlearned process and a schema-based, attentive, learned process. Bregman and Rudnicky 
(1975) found that tones in an unattended stream can capture tones from an attended stream. 
In addition, van Nom·den (1975) presented a repetition of two alternating tones whose fre-
quency and temporal spacing were manipulated to subjects. van Nom·den obtained two 
curves: the temporal coherence boundary (TCB) and the fission boundary (FB). The TCB 
corresponds to the boundary where the frequency separation between the temporally ad-
jacent tones was too large to hear one stream. The FB corresponds to the point where 
the two frequencies were too close in frequency to be heard as separate streams. The FB 
varied little as a function of the tone repetition rate, and was mainly a function of the fre-
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quency separation. On the other hand, the TCB showed that as the frequency separation 
between the tones increased, one needed to slow down the repetition rate in order to main-
tain one stream with both tones. Bregman (1990) argued that the FB corresponds to an 
attentional mechanism and the TCB corresponds to non-attentional mechanism, and noted 
that the schema-based mechanisms can override the primitive mechanisms. The mechanism 
proposed here addresses the pre-attentive, primitive segregation mechanisms. 
2 Grouping cues 
One can find acoustic attributes that correspond to the grouping principles. The attributes 
include temporal and frequency separation, harmonicity, spatial location, amplitude modu-
lation, frequency modulation, and onsets and offsets. 
2.1 Temporal and frequency separation 
Bregman and Pinker (1978) showed that tones in a repeating sequence tend to group if they 
are closer in frequency, e.g. A and B in Figure 1. In addition, faster presentation rates 
of alternating high and low frequency tones causes the two tones to be segregated into 2 
stream.s (Bregma.n and Campbell, 1971 ). The effect of faster presentation rates is to narrow 
the temporal scpa.ration between adjacent instances of the high tone (and low tone), allowing 
the tones in each frequency region to form a separate stream. The Bregman and Rudnicky 
(1975) stimuli, which are shown in Figure 3, show how tones that are part of one stream can 
be captured into a different stream by adding additional tones that are close in frequency. 
When A and B were presented by themselves, listeners could easily judge the temporal order. 
When A and B were flanked by tones F, listeners had a more diflicult time. However, if the 
captor tones C surrounded the flankers, then F streamed with C, A-B split into a difl.erent 
stream, and tbe listeners could again hear the order of A-B. Thus, if A and B are in the 
middle of a stream, their order is more difficult to determine. 
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(Figure 3) 
2.2 Continuity illusion 
As mentioned above, proximity combined with closure has led to the auditory continuity 
illusion. In the continuity illusion, sound A seems to continue through sound B, even though 
sound A is not present during sound B. This illusion works for both tones and glides that 
are interrupted by brief bursts of noise (Figure 2). 
A more complex example is shown in Figure 4. The top two figures show the two different 
stimuli that Steiger (1980) presented to listeners. In (b), the broadband noise replaced the 
glide portion. However, for both the stimuli in (a) and (b), listeners heard the two streams 
shown in (c) and (d). In (b), a third stream was also heard corresponding to the broadband 
noise bursts. Thus, the glide complex had been completed, or continued, through the noise. 
This experiment is important in that the principle of "good continuation" has been overcome 
by frequency proximity. 
(Figure 4) 
2.3 Harmonicity and pitch 
Periodic sources typically have frequency components, called harmonics, at integer multiples 
of the fundamental frequency, F0 . The subjective experience of F0 is denoted as pitch, and 
is influenced by the harmonic content and other attributes of the signal. Consider a speaker 
producing a vowel at a particular fundamental frequency, e.g. 150 Hz. The vowel contains 
harmonics at integer multiples, e.g. 300, 450, 600, etc, and the relative amplitudes of these 
harmonics lead to a given vowel percept. Since a set of related harmonics will correspond to 
the same source, the pitch can be used to group these harmonic components. 
A harmonic of a complex tone can be heard separate from the tone if it is mistuned by 
1.5 to 3%, as well as causing the complex pitch to shift. If the mistuning is greater than 
3%, the harmonic has little effect on the pitch, and is still heard as a second source (Moore, 
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Glasberg, and Peters, 1985). Also, lower harmonics are easier to hear separately from a 
complex than higher harmonics, and harmonics are easier to capture out of a complex if 
the neighboring harmonics are removed (van Noorden, 1975). Partials spaced 14 semitones 
apart fuse better than ones that 16 semitones apart (Bregman, 1990). A semitone is the 
smallest pitch interval in Western music, and two tones separated by a semi tone corresponds 
to tones at frequencies f and (1.06)f. These effects may be related to the resolution of the 
harmonics within the auditory channels (Cohen, Grossberg, Wyse, 1994). 
Segregation based on harmonicity is used by listeners in speech perception. It has been 
shown that listeners can use P0 to segregate multiple voices. Listeners' identification of 
two concurrent vowels increases as the difference in the two F'o increases, and plateaus 
between .5-2 semitones (Scheffers, 1983). When F'o was an octave apart, identification is 
also very poor (Brokx and Noteboom, 1982; Chalika and Bregman, 1989). Since an octave 
corresponds to a doubling of frequency, half the harmonics for the two vowels will overlap. 
It should be noted that listeners can identify concurrent vowels with the smne P0 with 
greater than chance accuracy, implying that listeners can also use schema-based segregation. 
In addition, a formant (frequencies with greater energy that correspond to vowel identity) 
of a. single vowel may become segregated when the formant has a. differing F0 under certain 
conditions (Broadbent and La.defoged, 1957; Gardner, Gaskill, and Darwin, 1989). Finally, 
speech stimuli with discontinuous pitch contours tend to segregate a.t the discontinuities 
(Darwin and Bethell-Fox, 1977). 
2.4 Bounce and cross percept in crossing glide complexes 
While the harmonicity cues can cause components to group, they can also compete with 
frequency proximity cues leading to a. bounce or a. cross percept in the perception of crossing 
glides. The influence of ha.rmonicity is seen in the experiments of Bregman and Doehring 
(1984), who showed that a. glide can be captured into a. stream if two pa.rtials form a. harmonic 
frame around the glide. While harmonicity can cause streaming, glides which cross sometimes 
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produce a bounce percept, presumably due to frequency proximity at the crossing point 
(Halpern, 1977; Tougas and Bregman, 1990). A bounce percept corresponds to hearing two 
streams, one with a "U" shaped percept and another with a "n" shaped percept, due to 
the crossing of glides. The cross percept corresponds to hearing two streams, each stream 
containing one of the glides. Halpern (1977) presented the six different one second glide 
stimuli shown in Figure 5 to subjects and asked them to rate how well they produced a 
bounce percept. The numbers below each figure corresponds to the preference of hearing a 
bounce or a cross: numbers greater than 2.5 correspond to a bounce percept, and numbers 
below 2.5 correspond to a cross percept. The numbers next to the glides correspond to 
the harmonic number of an underlying F0. The stimuli in (a) and (d) produced a bounce 
percept, while the others produced a cross percept. This experiment shows that the harmonic 
structure in (b) and (c) help to overcome the ambiguity at the crossing point that occurs in 
(a) and promotes a cross percept. 
(Figure 5) 
Tougas and Bregman (1990) performed an experiment very similar to that of Halpern. 
Tougas and Bregman had four different harmonic stimuli: rich crossing, rich bouncing, all 
pure, and all rich (Figure 6). All but the rich crossing condition produced a bounce percept, 
even when the interval I was filled with silence, noise, or just the gLides. The bounce percept 
was greatest for rich bouncing, then all pure, and then all rich, for all three interval conditions. 
The consequence of this experiment is that regardless of noise, silence, or glide dnring the 
crossing point, one gets the same percept. 
(Figure 6) 
2.5 Spatial location 
While spatial location seems to be a strong principle for grouping, the auditory system does 
not treat it as a dominant cue. The principle that frequency components arising from the 
same spatial location should belong to the same object seems reasonable, but the pliable 
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nature of sound confounds the unambiguous implementation of this idea. Since sounds can 
travel around objects or corners, one object's sound can travel through another object's 
sound. Moreover, two sounds can arise from the same location, e.g. two talkers on a mono-
phonic radio, which listeners can easily segregate. Thus spatial cues alone a.re not sufficient 
to separate streams. Shackleton, lvieddis, and Hewitt (1994) presented two different concur-
rent vowels to listeners and varied the spatial a.nd pitch separation of the two vowels. They 
found no improvement in identification of both vowels by introducing a. spatia.] difference, 
while keeping the pitch the same for both vowels. However, by introducing a. pitch difference 
and no spatial cue, performance improved by 35.8%. With both a. pitch difference a.ncl a 
spa.tia.l difference, the performance improved by 45.5%. 
Grouping ca.n a.lso affect perceived location. If a. tone located m the media.! plane is 
captured by a left ear tone (clue to frequency proximity), as opposed to a. right ea.r tone, 
then the central tone will be perceived to come from the left side (Bregman and Steiger, 
1980). The scale illusion of Deutsch (1975) also illustrates this point (Figure 7a.). In this 
illusion, a downward and an upward scale are played at the sa.me time, except that every 
other tone in a given scale is presented to the opposite ear. In the figure, the ear presentation 
is shown as an L or R for left and right ear. The result is that listeners grouped the sounds 
based on frequency proximity, and heard the two streams A and l3 shown in Figure 7b. In 
addition, right-handed listeners stated that they heard the higher tones (A) in the right ear, 
and the lower tones (B) in the left ea.r. 
(Figure 7) 
Overall, it seems that spatial cues are secondary cues, aud the perceptual system relies 
more on ha.rmonicity and proximity cues. Section 6 describes how the model integrates both 
pitch and spatial position cues to offer an explanation of the scale illusion. 
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2.6 Amplitude modulation (AM) 
Amplitude modulation (AM) can be a possible cue if the perceptual system groups those 
frequency components which have correlated amplitude fluctuations. One effect of AM is 
that the perception of a tone, which is masked by a noise band centered on the tone, can 
become easier to perceive if another band of noise is modulated with the centered noise (Hall 
and Grose, 1988). The release of the tone from masking is known as comodulation masking 
release (CMR). Despite this effect, a recent experiment by Summerfield and Culling (1992) 
showed that at slow AM rates (2.5Hz), segregation of two vowels did not improved clue to 
AM. So, the influence of AM on segregation of multiple voices of seems unlikely. 
2.7 Frequency modulation (FM) 
Frequency modulation (FM) could act as a streaming cue if the auditory system could 
detect correlated frequency changes among spectral components. One needs to distinguish 
coherent FM from incoherent FM. In coherent Flvl, all partials (a harmonic or inharrnonic 
component of a. complex tone) are modulated at the same rate. In incoherent FM, the 
partials are modulated independently. Changes in F'o correspond to coherent FM since all 
the harmonics are being changed by a proportionate amount. Thus, segregation based on 
coherent FM could be a. result of changes in F0. 
The results from recent psychophysical experiments seem to imply that segregation based 
on FM is not used. Carlyon (1991) found that with inha.rmonic complex tone pairs, listeners 
could not distinguish between coherent and incoherent FM, per se. Extending this, Carlyon 
(1992) found that if listeners did discriminate between coherent a.nd incoherent FM, it was 
clue to mistuning a. harmonic and not to FM explicitly. Moreover, McAdams (1989) showed 
that by adding vibrato and jitter to different components of three vowel mixture, the compo-
nents did not segregate. Summerfield (1992) fonnd that identification of a. vowel presented 
with another vowel did not improve when a. difference in FM was used, and all the harmonics 
had been ra.ndornly shifted. However, there was some benefit if the components of one vowel 
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in a two vowel presentation was frequency modulated while the other was not (Summerfield 
and Culling, 1992). This result could be due to pitch difference cues though. Thus, for the 
most part, it seems that FM is not used as cue for segregation. 
2.8 Onsets and offsets 
Common onset and offset cause grouping, even over sequential grouping (Bregman and 
Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring and Bregman, 1978). Bregman and Pinker (1978) presented the 
stimulus shown in Figure 1 as a repeating sequence. They found that as A and B were further 
separated in frequency, onset and offset synchrony grouped B and C together. However, as 
B and C became asynchronous, A and B grouped together to form a stream. 
The interaction between harmonicity and onset asynchrony was investigated by Darwin 
and Ciocca (1992). They found that if a harmonic started 160 ms before rest of a complex 
tone, then it had a diminished influence on pitch of the complex tone. Moreover, if it started 
300 ms before before the complex, then it has no influence on the pitch. Finally, Bregrna.n 
and Rudnicky (1975) found that two 250 ms tones that have 88% overlap fuse into one 
stream. 
While not as strong as onset asynchrony, offset asynchrony influences grouping. A hax-
monic which has an offset asynchrony of :lO ms with respect to a vowel complex contributes 
less to its identity than one with a synchronous offset (Darwin, 1984; Darwin and Sutherland, 
1984). 
3 Existing models of segregation 
Meddis and Hewitt (1992) presented a static model that segregated concurrent vowels based 
on pitch. The pitch was derived using an autocorrelation. However, the model did not handle 
temporally-varying stimuli. Brown (1992) and Cooke ( l991) have presented models which 
perform segregation of temporally-varying stimuli. These models use pitch cues derived from 
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autocorrelation methods to perform segregation. However, these models use time-frequency 
kernels to achieve segregation. In other words, they treat the stimuli as a static pattern, 
a spectrogram, and then perform dynamic programming and spatia-temporal processing, 
which treats time as another spatial dimension. None of these models has tried to model the 
process dynamically. 
4 ARTSTREAM model of auditory streaming 
The neural model developed in this article suggests how harmonicity and frequency proximity 
interact in the brain. The model, which is shown in Figure 8, consists of several stages. The 
model first preprocesses the incoming signa.! in the peripheral processing modules. The 
preprocessed signal is then used to group frequency components based on pitch. 
(Figure 8) 
The first several stages are based on a model of the physiology and psychophysics of the 
auditory periphery (Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse, 1992, 1991). The peripheral processing 
preemphasizes the signal, or boosts the amplitude of higher frequencies, which emulates the 
outer and middle ears. Next, the preemphasized signal is ftltered by a bank of bandpass 
filters, which emulates the cochlea. Finally, an energy measure is obtained at the output of 
these filters. 
This energy measure feeds into the different cell arrays, or fields, in the spectral stream 
layer, where different fields correspond to different streams. There i;; competition between 
these streams for each frequency component. No component can he simultaneously allocated 
to two streams after the competition acts. In addition, this competition causes a. component 
that is not harmonically related to the other components in a. given stream to "pop out" of 
the spectrum assigned to that stream a.nd become active in another stream. 
The spectral stream layer ha.s reciprocal connections with the pitch stream layer to de-
termine which spectral components belong to a given pitch. Thus, a pitch is associated 
with each active stream via a bottom-up filter. The feedback from the pitch stream layer 
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to the spectral stream layer activates a matching process that reinforces consistent spectral 
components and suppresses inconsistent components, as in Adaptive Resonance Theory, or 
ART (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, 1980). The inconsistent spectral compo-
nents are then freed to be captured by other streams, as in the "old-plus-new heuristic" of 
Bregman (1990). The reciprocal interactions between active pitch stream neurons and their 
consistent spectral components may continue until they give rise to a. nonlinear resonance 
across both layers. The listener's percept is hypothesized to correspond to the activity at 
the spectral stream layer when there is resonance between it and the pitch stream layer. The 
fact that the core of the streaming model utilizes ART matching and resonance mechanisms 
has led us to call the model the AHTSTREAM model. The mathematical operations of the 
ARTSTREAM model are defined as follows. 
4.1 Auditory peripheral processing 
4.1.1 Outer and middle ear 
The outer and middle ear act as a broad bandpass filter, linearly boosting frequencies between 
100 to 5000 Hz. An approximation to this is to preemphasize the signal using a simple 
difference equation: 
y(t) = x(t)- A* x(t- 6.t), (1) 
where A is the preemphasis parameter, and 6.t is the sampling interval. In the simulations, 
A was set to 0.95, and 6.t = 0.125 ms, corresponding to a sampling frequency of 8kHz. 
4.1.2 Cochlear filterbank 
The overall effect of the basilar membrane is to act as a. ftlterbank, where the response at 
a. particular location on the basilar membrane acts like a. bandpass filter. This bandpass 
characteristic has been modeled as a. fourth order gamma. tone (de Boer and de Jongh, 1978; 
Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse, 1994) filter: 
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1 
tn-le-htb(fo) cos(21f f0t + ¢) 
9Jo(t) = 
0 
and its frequency response is: 
t > 0, 
otherwise, 
GJ0 (f) = [l + j(f- fo)/b(Jo)J", 
(2) 
(3) 
where n is the order of the filter, fo is the center frequency of the filter,¢ is a phase factor, 
and b(f) is the gamrnatone filter's bandwidth parameter, corresponding to: 
b(f) = 1.02ERB(f). ( 1) 
The equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of a gammatone filter is the equivalent band-
width that a rectangular filter would have if it passed the same power: 
ERB(f) = 6.2:Je-6 j2 + g:J.39e-3 f + 28.52. (5) 
Sixty gamma tone ftlters, which were equally spaced in ERB, were used to cover the range 100 
Hz to 2000 Hz. The output of each gammatone filter was converted into an energy measure. 
4.1.3 Energy measure 
The energy measures a short-time energy spectra (Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse, 1992, 1994): 
/',.[ Wjt.t 
CJ(i) = W L I9J(t- MtWe-aM, · 
k=O 
(6) 
where e 1( t) is the energy measure output of the gamma tone filter g1 (t) centered at frequency f 
at timet, W is the time window over which the energy measure is computed, and a represents 
the decay of the exponential window. In the simulations, a = 0.995, and W = 5 ms. The 
output of the energy measure feeds identically to the multiple fields in the spectral stream 
layer. 
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4.2 Spectral stream layer 
Segregation based on harrnonicity is achieved by having objects compete for frequency chan-
nels, which are excited by their pitch counterparts and supported by the bottom-up input 
(Figure 9). The spectral stream layer is a plane with one axis representing frequency, and 
the other axis representing different auditory streams. 
(Figure 9) 
Each frequency channel in the energy measure, e1, feeds up to each stream's correspond-
ing frequency channel in the spectral stream layer S1 in a one-to-many manner, so that all 
streams in the spectral stream layer receive equal bottom-up excitation. After the spec-
tral stream layer becomes activated, the different streams activate their corresponding pitch 
streams in the pitch stream layer. When a pitch is selected in a given stream, it feeds 
back excitation to its spectral harmonics, and inhibits that pitch value in other streams in 
the pitch stream layer. In addition, nonspecific inhibition, via the pitch summation layer, 
helps to suppress those spectral components that do not belong to the given pitch within its 
stream. 
The following equation describes the dynamics of the spectral stream layer: 
S;J = -AS;!+ [B- S;J]E;f- [C + S;1]I,1 
E;J = L_D19 s(c9 ) + FL_L_M1,kr9(P;v)h(k) 
g p k 
(7) 
(8) 
I;!= L_EJ9 s(e9 )+JL_L_N19 [Sk9 ]++LT; (9) 
g¥f kfoi g 
where 8;1 is the activity of the spectral stream layer neuron corresponding to the ith stream 
and frequency f. Term -AS;J in (7) is the spontaneous decay. Term D1gs(e9 ) in (8) is 
the excitation from the energy measure, which has been passed through a sigmoid s(x) to 
compress the dynamic range: 
if X> 0 (10) 
otherwise. 
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Similarly, E19s(e9 ) in (9) is the inhibition from the energy measure, which has been passed 
through a sigmoid s(x). Thus, with both D19 s(e9 ) and E19 s(e9 ), each spectral stream layer 
receives a contrast-enhanced version of the energy measure. Both D19 and E19 are Gaussians 
which are centered at frequency j, and have standard deviation parameters, IJD and IJE, and 
scaling parameters D and E, respectively: 
(11) 
(12) 
In addition, the term FI:,P Lk Mf,kpg(Pip)h(k) in (8) is the sum of all the pitches p which 
have a harmonic kp near frequency f in the pitch stream layer corresponding to stream i. 
In (8), g(x) is a sigmoid function: 
g(x) = f l 0, (13) otherwise, 
h(k) is the harmonic weighting function, which weights the lower harmonics more heavily 
than higher harmonics: 
1
1 ··1\lhlog2(k), 
h(k) = 
0, 
(14) 
else 
and Mf,kp is a normalized Gaussian, so that if a harmonic is slightly mistuned it will still be 
within the Gaussian and thus get partially reinforced. The width of the Gaussian dictates 
the tolerance for mistuning. Kernel Mf,kp is centered at frequency f and has a standard 
deviation parameter, IJM: 
M = G(j (J ) = 1 e-.5(1-kvl'M., j,kp , M ~ 
IJMV Lilr 
(15) 
The term J'E,kfi Lg NJ9 [Sk9 ]+ in (9) represents the competition across streams for a com-
ponent, so that a harmonic will belong to only one object. This inhibition embodies the 
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principle of "exclusive allocation." Since a harmonic can be mistuned slightly, a Gaussian 
window N19 exists within which the competition takes place. Kernel N19 is centered at 
frequency f and has a standard deviation parameter, (JN: 
Nfg = G(f, (JN) = l e-.S(f-g)'/a', 
(JN.j2ir 
(16) 
Term LTi in (9) is the inhibition from the pitch summation layer, which nonspecifically 
inhibits all components in stream i. The effect of this is to subtract out those non-harmonic 
components which are not reinforced by the top-down excitation from the pitch unit in the 
pitch stream layer. This is akin to the matching process used in Adaptive Resonance Theory 
(Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991, 1993; Grossberg, 1980). As a result of this matching 
process, a spectral stream layer neuron can become: 
• Active if only an energy input is present (bottom-up automatic activation), 
• Partially, or subliminally, active if only a pitch input is present (top-down priming), 
• Active if both energy and pitch inputs are present (bottom-up and top-down consis-
tency), 
• Inactive if both energy and pitch inputs are present, but the spectral component is not 
a harmonic of pitch (bottom-up and top-clown inconsistency). 
The first constraint allows bottom-up activation to initiate the segregation process. So, if 
there is no pitch unit that is active, then there is no inhibition from the pitch stream layer, 
via the pitch summation layer. Thus, the spectral stream layer will become active. The 
second constraint makes sure that the pitch units do not activate spurious spectral units 
by themselves, but only in conjunction with an input. This is accomplished by letting the 
inhibition from the pitch summation layer be no smaller than the excitation from the pitch 
units. The third and fourth constraints state that only harmonics of the particular pitch 
that are present in the input are excited. This is accomplished by setting the combined 
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excitation from the input and pitch stream unit to be greater than the inhibition from the 
pitch summation layer. If a spectral unit is a harmonic of a pitch P and it has an input 
at that frequency, then the spectral unit will remain active. However, if the unit is not a 
harmonic (or a slightly mistuned harmonic), then the inhibition from the pitch summation 
layer will be greater than only the bottom-up input. In all the simulations, the parameters 
were set to: A = 1, B = 1, C = 1, D = 500, B = 450, F' = 3, J = 1000, L = 5, Jv!;, = .3, N = 
.01, N, = 10000, N9 = .01, an = .2, O'E = 4, O'M = .2, and O'N = 1. 
4.3 Pitch summation layer 
The pitch summation layer sums up the pitch activity at. stream i, and provides nonspecific 
inhibition L'Ti to stream i's spectral stream layer in (7)-(9) so that only those harmonic 
components that correspond to the selected pitch remain active: 
(17) 
where g(x) is the sigmoid function described above. In the simulations, A= 100, B = 100. 
4.4 Pitch stream layer 
'To determine the pitch, the neural pitch model of Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse (1992, 1994), 
called the SPINET model, was used. The original pitch model had two components: the 
spectral layer and a pitch layer. The spectral and pitch representa.tions have been modified 
so that there are multiple streams such that competition occurs between pitch units within 
and across streams. The modified pitch strength activation is: 
E;p = B I; I; M1,kp[S,1 - r]+ h(k) 
k f 
Iip = JL;II1,qg(P,,) + L L;g(Pkp), 
pf'q k>i 
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(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
where P,P is the pth pitch unit of object i. The term ELk I> Mf,kp[S,1- r]+ h(k) in (19) cor-
responds to the Gaussian excitation MJ,kp from the spectral layer which have suprathreshold 
components near a harmonic kp of pitch p, which is weighted by the harmonic weighting 
function h(k). The harmonic weighting function h(k) and the Gaussian Mf,kv are same as 
in the spectral layer (equations (14) and (15), respectively). The term J LpoJq Hpqg(Piq) in 
(20) represents the symmetric off-surround inhibition across pitches within a stream. The 
off-surround competition across pitches within a stream makes the layer act as a winner-
take-all so that only one pitch tends to be active within a stream. In addition, Ilvq is defined 
to be one within a neighborhood around pitch unit j and zero otherwise, so that a stream 
can maintain a pitch even if the pitch fluctuates. 
1
1, if I p- q I> 17H 
H"" = 
0, else 
(21) 
The term L Lk>i g(Pkp) in (20) represents asymmetric inhibition across streams for a given 
pitch, so that only one stream will activate a given pitch. This asymmetry across streams 
also provides a systematic choice of streams, and prevents deadlock between two streams for 
a given pitch, since all pitch streams receive equal bottom-up excitation from the spectral 
layer initially. In all the simulations, the parameters were set to: A = 100, B = 1, C = 
10, E = 5000,.] = 300, L = 2, 17H = .2, and f '~ .005. 
5 Simulation results of model 
The model is here shown to qualitatively emulate bounce percepts for crossing glides, as well 
as several variants of the continuity illusion. Figure 10 shows the stimuli and the listeners' 
percepts that the model emulates. It should be reiterated that the percept that a listener 
would hear corresponds to the resonant activity in the spectral layer. 
(Figure 10) 
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5.1 lnharmonic simple tones 
If two inharmonic tones are presented, then they should segregate into two different streams 
since they do not have a common pitch (Moore, Glasberg, and Peters, 1985). Figure lOa 
shows the stimulus and the listeners' percept for two inharmonic tones. Figure lla shows the 
spectrogram for two inharmonic tones, whose frequencies are 358 Hz and 1233 Hz. Figure 
11 b shows the result after peripheral processing, i.e. the result after the energy measure. 
Figure 12 shows the resulting spectral and pitch layers for the two tone stimulus for two 
different streams. Figure 12C illustrates how the streams initially compete for the tones, 
but the first stream, which is inherently biased in the pitch stream layer, wins the higher 
frequency component, allowing the second stream to capture the lower frequency tone. 
(Figure 11) 
(Figure 12) 
Figure 13 shows a. schematic of how the grouping process works for the two inha.nnonic 
tones. After the two tones a.re processed by the peripheral processing, the higher frequency 
tone has a larger activity due to the preempha.sis. The preprocessed activities feed into the 
spectra.! stream layers at time t = 0. Since there is no top-down activity at the spectral 
stream layers, the two spectral layers are equally active. Next, a.t time t = tl, the pitch 
stream layer receives activation from the spectra.! stream layer. Since stream 1 's pitch layer 
is inherently biased over stream 2's pitch layer, a.nd since the higher frequency tone ha.s a. 
larger activity, the 1233 Ih tone is chosen by stream l's pitch la.yer. 
Since the pitch layer is a. winner-ta.ke-a.ll network, only one pitch ca.n be active within a. 
pitch stream layer. Once the 123:l Hz tone is chosen by stream 1, the corresponding frequency 
in stream 2's pitch layer is inhibited by the stream l's winning pitch neuron, allowing the 
358 Hz tone to be captured by stream 2's pitch layer. Next, a.t timet =o t2, the winning pitch 
neurons excite their corresponding harmonic components in the spectral layer. In addition, 
the nonspecific inhibition (shown a.s the darker arrow) inhibits all components in the spectra.! 
la.yer. Therefore, those components that a.re not specifically excited by the pitch layer a.re 
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suppressed. For example, the 358 Hz tone is suppressed in stream 1 since it is receiving 
top-down nonspecific inhibition and no top-down specific excitation, whereas the 1233 Hz 
tone receives top-down excitation allowing it to remain active. 
(Figure 13) 
5.2 Continuity illusion 
The model is capable of producing the continuity illusion: continuation of a tone in noise, 
even though the tone is not physically present in the noise (Miller and Licklider, 1950). In 
order to appreciate the result for tone-noise-tone cor:dition, one should consider the result of 
the model for a tone-silence-tone stimulus (Figure lOb). For this stimulus, the tone should 
not continue acro;;s the silence, but should stop at the onset of silence. Figure 14 shows the 
spectrogram and the result after the peripheral processing for the tone-silence-tone stimulus. 
Figure 15 shows the resulting spectral and pitch layers for the tone-silence-tone stimulus for 
two different streams. The figures show that the first stream captures the tone, which dee<tys 
into to the silent interval but does not remain active in the silent interval. Since the model 
does not yet have a.ny onset/offset mechanisms, the spectral stream activity slowly decays 
into the silent interval. The percept does not, however, persist this long because the pitch 
la.yer activity decays more quickly, thereby aborting the spectral-pitch resonance. The same 
stream then captures the tone after the silence as well. The second stream is not active since 
there are no extraneous components to capture. 
(Figure 14) 
(Figure 15) 
Now, consider the case where the silent interval is replaced by noise; i.e. the tone-noise-
tone stimulus. For appropriate signal levels in the tone and noise, the tone percept should 
continue across the noise, even though the tone is not physically present during the noise 
interval. Figure 16 shows the spectrogram and the result after the peripheral processing for 
the tone-noise-tone stimulus. Figure 17 shows the resulting spectral and pitch layers for the 
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stimulus for the first two streams, and Figure 18 shows a third stream. The figures show 
that the first stream captures the tone, and that the resonance between the spectral and 
pitch layers continues through and past the noise interval. 
(Figure 16) 
(Figure 17) 
(Figure 18) 
The reason that the tone continues through the noise derives from two factors. The first 
factor is that the spectral layer slowly integrates the input, and so, the noise is temporally 
averaged, or smoothed over time. Due to this smoothing, if there is no top-down activity, 
the noise is relatively constant over time. The second factor is that the top-down activity 
from the pitch layer remains active at the onset of the noise due to the prior tone. Due 
to both of these factors, the noise at the same frequency as the tone is reinforced by the 
top-clown activity, while the other frequency components are inhibited, allowing the "tone" 
to complete across the noise. The second and third streams contain the other spurious noise. 
The reason that the second stream captures the high frequency noise as opposed to the low 
frequency noise is due to preemphasis: the noise at the highest frequency is most active, and 
so it is captured by the second stream. If more streams were present in the model, then they 
would capture fmer subsets of noise components. 
(Figure 19) 
The model is also capable of producing the continuity illusion for the ramped stimulus 
shown in Figure lOci. Figure 19 shows the spectrogram and the result after the peripheral 
processing. Figure 20 shows the resulting spectral and pitch lay,;rs for the stimulus for the 
two different streams. The figures show that the first stream captures the upward glide, which 
then continues through the noise interval. After the noise interval, the same stream captures 
the downward glide, leading to the ramp percept. The reason that the ramp completes across 
the noise is due to the same reason that the tone completes across the noise in the tone-
noise-tone stimulus; namely, the temporal averaging at the spectral stream layer and the 
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prior top-down excitation from the pitch stream layer. Also, during the noise interval, some 
noise adjacent to the plateau is active since the top-down inhibition is not strong enough to 
suppress this activity. Meanwhile, the second stream contains the extraneous noise. If other 
streams were present, they might also capture some noise components. 
(Figure 20) 
5.3 Bounce percepts for crossing glides 
The model is capable of qualitatively replicating the Halpern (1977) and the Tougas and 
Bregnum (1990) da.ta. For these stimuli, one obtains bounce percepts for crossing glides 
(Figure lOe), even if the crossing interval is replaced by silence (Figure 10£) or noise (Figure 
1 Og). Figure 21 shows the spectrogram and the result after the energy measure for the 
standard crossing glide stimulus; and Figure 22 shows the resulting spectra.! and pitch activity 
for the two streams. As one can see, one stream contains the "U" percept, while the other 
stream has a "n" percept. The reason one obtains the bounce percept for the standard 
crossing glide stimulus is due to the following. Initially, the higher frequency glide is captured 
by the first stream since it has a larger activation, and thus the lower frequency glide is 
captured by the second stream. The glides are maintained within their streams a.s they 
a.pproa.ch the intersection point. At the intersection point, the glides a.ctiva.te multiple, 
adjacent channels at the spectral layer. These adjaceni; channels can belong to the two 
different streams snch that the larger frequency channel belongs to the first stream, a.nd 
thus, grouped with the upper glide; a.nd the lower adjacent frequency channel belongs to the 
second stream, and thus, grouped with the lower glide. 
(Figure 21) 
(Figure 22) 
Figure 23 shows the crossing glide stimulus for the silent-center condition and the result 
of the energy measure. Figure 24 shows the spectral and pitch layers for two different 
streams. The result corresponds to a bounce percept, which does not continue across the 
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silent interval. The reason one obtains the grouping of the upper glides is as follows. The 
first stream captures the higher frequency glide at the onset of the stimulus and after the 
silent interval since these components have a larger activity than the lower frequency glides 
due to preemphasis. Since these components have a. larger a.cti vity, the first stream will 
choose these components, leading to the grouping of the upper glides by stream 1, and the 
lower glides by stream 2; i.e. a. bounce percept. 
(Figure 23) 
(Figure 24) 
Figure lOg shows the crossing glide stimulus where the intersection point has been re-
placed by noise, and the subjects' percepts of a. bounce that is completed across the noise 
interval. Figure 25 shows the spectrogram and the result of the energy measure for the 
crossing glide with noise-center stimulus, and Figure 26 shows the spectral and pitch layers 
for two different streams. Once a.ga.in, the bounce percept is evident, but there is continuity 
of the bounce through the noise interval. Stream 2 shows some noise activity that "leaks" 
through, which is clue to not enough top-clown inhibition. The reason that the model pro-
duces the bounce phenomenon can be seen from the results on the continuity illusion and 
the sta.ncla.rcl crossing glide stimulus. Initially, the upper frequency glide is chosen by stream 
1, and the lower frequency glide is chosen by stream 2, just as in the standard crossing glide 
stimulus. The continuity illusion explanation, e.g. the for ramp stimulus of Figure lOd, 
applies during the noise interval. At the onset of the noise, the top-clown activity from the 
pitch layer helps maintain the "tone" across the noise interval at the same frequency as the 
offset of the glide. In ad eli tion, the temporal averaging of the noise at the spectral stream 
layer provides uniform activity over time that aids the resonance between the spectral and 
pitch layers, a.ncl thus, ma.inta.ining the "tone" across the noise interval. At the offset of the 
noise, the glides are a.t approximately the sa.rne frequency as the "tones" that were continuing 
through the noise. Thus, these glides are grouped with the stream that has a. "tone" close to 
its frequency. As a result, one obtains a. bounce percept, where the bounce completes across 
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the noise interval. 
(Figure 25) 
(Figure 26) 
5.4 Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus 
For the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus (Figure 10h), the percept consists of two streams, a 
"lvl" stream and an inverted "V" stream. This percept shows that the principle of continuity 
can be overcome by frequency proximity. Figure 27 shows the Steiger (1980) stimulus and 
the result after the peripheral processing. Figure 28 shows the spectral and pitch layer for 
two different streams. As one can see, the lower "M" shaped component falls into one stream, 
while the inverted "V" is in the other stream, which qualitatively emulates the percept. The 
reason the model emulates the Steiger data is similar to the explanation for the bounce 
percept for the standard crossing glide explanation. Initially, stream 1 is active with the 
lower frequency glide and stream 2 is inactive, since there is only one component present 
in the stimulus. At the bifurcation point, stream 1 continues with the lower frequency 
glide since this frequency component was previously active in stream l. In other words, 
clue to the tempora1 averaging of the spectral layer activity and resonance with the pitch 
layer, the frequency component that was activated immediately prior to the bifurcation 
point will remain active and group with the same frequency component immediately after 
the bifurcation point. Since the first stream groups the lower frequency glides together, the 
second stream is capable of capturing the higher frequency glides. Thus, stream 1 contains 
the "M" percept, while stream 2 contains the inverted "V" percept. 
(Figure 27) 
(Figure 28) 
Figure 29 shows the spectrogram and the result of the energy measure for the Steiger 
(1980) stimulus where the bifurcation points have been replaced by noise. Figure 30 shows 
the spectral and pitch layers for the two streams for the Steiger (1980) stimulus when the 
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bifurcation points have been replaced by noise. The figures show that the "M" and the 
inverted "V" segregate into two different streams, and the "M" continues across the noise 
interval. The noise activates other streams, which are not shown. The reason the model 
emulates this percept derives from the explanation of the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus 
and the continuity illusion; e.g. the ramp stimulus of Figure 10d. Stream 1 initially captures 
the increasing glide, while stream 2 is inactive, just as in the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus. 
During the noise interval, stream 1 completes across the noise interval just as in the ramp 
stimulus, allowing stream 2 to capture the inverted "V" component. 
(Figure 29) 
(Figure 30) 
6 Model interactions between pitch and spatial 
location cues 
This section outlines how spatial location cues can be incorporated into the model to aiel 
the segregation process. The spatial location cues indirectly influence grouping by assisting 
grouping based on pitch. Spatial cues by themselves cannot group objects, but require 
a pitch difference to exist, in keeping with the data fronr Shackleton, Meclclis, and Hewitt 
(1994). 'The model is extended using the same types of AHT matching and resonance circuits 
that have been used to achieve grouping based on pitch in Section 4. The extended model 
shows how spatial location cues can prime the pitch stream layer, and how the system can 
generate resonances that consistently incorporate all the pitch and spatial location cues that 
are available. 
6.1 Influence of spatial location cues on streaming 
The auditory system localize;; sounds using two different mechanisms: interaural time dif-
ferences (ITD) and inter aural intensity differences (IID ). The concept behind both ITD and 
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liD is that the listener is comparing the signal between the two ears (interaural) and making 
a judgment on the sound's location (Handel, 1989). 
lTD, which operates at low frequencies (less than 5kHz), corresponds to comparing the 
arrival time of a signal to the two ears. If a signal is to the left, it will arrive at the left ea.r 
some microseconds before it arrives at the right ear. Thus at 0 ITD, the source is centralized, 
and at other ITDs the source is more lateraL However, ITDs only work for low frequency, 
where the wavelength is long compared to the size of the head. Figure 31 shows a schematic 
representa.tion of an object that is lateralized to the right. As the object emits a sound, it 
will arrive at the right ear first, and then at the left ear T microseconds later, corresponding 
to the extra path di:;tance d that the source has to traveL 
(Figure 31) 
At high frequencies, the head "shadows" a sound lateralized to one side, causing an liD, 
or intensity difference. For example, if a high frequency sound is located to the left, the 
intensity of the sound to the right ear is diminished compared to the left ear. Thus, one can 
localize the sound by some computation based on the intensity difference at the two ears. 
The extended model presented here incorporates only ITDs in the segregation process. 
The proposed model extension is schematized in Figure 32. The model first preprocesses 
the incoming signal in the peripheral processing modules. This preprocessed signal is then 
used to determine spatial locations for the frequency components, and at the same time to 
group frequency components based on pitch using the spectral and pitch stream layers from 
the original model. Segregation of components is accomplished in the pitch and spectral 
stream layers; the spatial locations nonspecifically prime their corresponding pitch stream 
layer to bias them towards grouping components. Next, those components which have been 
grouped by pitch are reinforced based on their spatial locations. 
(Figure 32) 
The peripheral preprocessing is identical for both the left and right "ears", and consists 
of the same module as in the original model. The output of this peripheral processing is feel 
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to the f- r plane (Colburn, 1973, 1977), where individual frequencies f are assigned to a 
spatial location r. T represents radial direction, taking on values from -600 to 600 f.JS. The 
value r = 0 corresponds to the central location, which is a location centered between the 
"ears" and in front of the listener; r = -600 corresponds to a location that is directly to tbe 
left of the listener; and T = 600 corresponds to a location that is directly to the right of the 
listener. It is assumed that r maps to radial direction in a linem· fashion. It is also assumed 
that only one stream can occupy one spatial location, except at the central "head-centered" 
location, where multiple streams can be represented, as when a. symphony is heard through 
a. pair of balanced monaural microphones. This scheme realizes a type of "acoustic fovea" 
which donates more representational space to centered sounds than to peripheral sounds. 
Once components have been assigned to a. given location, the location nonspccifically primes 
all the neurons in its corresponding pitch stream layer. Figure 33 depicts how the spatial 
locations nonspecifica.lly prime the pitch stream layers, and how a frequency component at 
a given spatial location in the f- r is reinforced by its corresponding frequency component 
in the spectral stream layer. 
(Figure 33) 
The output of the right channel also feeds into the different streams of the spectral 
stream layer. The spectral stream layers a.re the same a.s in the original model. The pitch 
stream layer is modified so that all neurons within a stream become active if there are any 
components present at tha.t given location. Thus, a. pitch stream layer will be biased to win 
over another pitch stream layer if there are components present a.t that location. At the 
central location, the N streams a.re a.ll excited. In addition, the asymmetric competition 
across streams, term L Lk>i g(Pkp) in equation (20), exists only at the central location; 
non-central streams equally inhibit each other. 
In addition, there is feedback from the spectral strea.mlayer back to the f- r plane. The 
feedback consists of a specific excitatory feedback and a nonspecific inhibitory feedback, a.kin 
to the connectivity from the pitch stream layer to the spectra.! stream layer. The specific 
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feedback excites those harmonic components existing at a given location where a pitch has 
been determined. At the central location, the spectral neurons, corresponding to a given 
frequency, from all N streams excite the corresponding neuron at r = 0. The spectral 
summation layer provides nonspecific inhibitory feedback to suppress those (inharmonic) 
frequency components that do not belong to that pitch, allowing other spatial locations to 
capture that frequency component, and in turn, leading to complete resonance within the 
model. 
The extended model is capable of replicating the Deutsch (1975) scale illusion (Figure 7), 
where a downward and an upward scale are played at the same time, except that every other 
tone in a given scale is presented to the opposite ear. The result is that listeners group based 
on frequency proximity, and hear a bounce percept. In order to understand qualitatively 
how the model can explain this phenomenon, one needs to recall that the model does not 
group based on spatial location, but instead, spatial location only primes the grouping based 
on the pitch process. For the first two simultaneous tones, hi C presented to the left ear and 
a low C presented to the right ear, the left and right spatial locations become active, priming 
their corresponding pitch stream layers. This in turn causes the left stream to capture the 
hi C tone and the right stream to capture the low C tone. For the next two simult<wcous 
tones, a B presented to the right ear and aD presented to the left car, both the left and right 
channels are still equally active, which causes both the left and right pitch stream layers to 
remain equally primed. Now due to frequency proximity in the spectral stream layer, the B 
will be grouped with the hi C tone, and the D will be grouped with the low C tone. Thus, 
clue to equal activation of the left and right spatial locations, grouping based on frequency 
proximity overcomes grouping based on spatial location. Similarly, the rest of the tones in 
the sequence will be grouped based on proximity, leading to the bounce percept. 
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7 Discussion 
This paper neurally models aspects of the process that Bregman (1990) calls primitive au-
ditory scene analysis. The model suggests how the brain segregates overlapping auditory 
components using pitch cues to create different coherent mental objects, or streams. The 
model is shown to qualitatively replicate listeners' percepts of hearing two streams for two 
inharmonic tones, variants of the continuity illusion, bounce percepts for crossing glides even 
if the intersection point is replaced by silence or noise, and the "M" and inverted "V" percept 
for the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus even if the bifurcation points are replaced by noise. 
The model is called an ARTSTREAM model because the core mechanisms that control 
the streaming process are specializations of Adaptive llesonance Theory, or ART, mecha-
nisms (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991, 1993; Grossberg, 1980; Grossberg and Stone, 1986). 
These include the matching process which enables bottom-up energy inputs to activate spec· 
tral stream components in the absence of top-down pitch-activated inputs, top-down inputs 
to subliminally prime consistent spectral components in the absence of bottom-up energy in-
puts, and a confluence of bottom-up and top-clown inputs to selectively amplify those spectral 
components that are consistent with the pitch, but to inhibit inconsistent spectral compo-
nents. Rejected components are tben freed to be represented by other streams, as in the 
"old-plus-new heuristic" of Bregman (1990). After matching selects consistent components, 
the continued reciprocal action of bottom-up and top-down inputs generates a resonance 
that is hypothesized to give rise to an auditory percept. In many applications of ARI', this 
resonance also creates the dynamical substrate for triggering adaptive tuning of the weights 
in the bottom-up and top-down pathways; hence the name adaptive resonance theory. The 
ART matching and resonance mechanisms have been proved to be capable of stabilizing 
this learning process in response to dynamically changing input patterns (Carpenter and 
Grossberg, 1987, 1991). 
Bregman (1990) distingui;;hes primitive segregation mechanisms from higher-order pro-
cesses that he calls schema-based segregation. Grossberg, Boardman, and Cohen (1994) have 
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shown that psychophysical data about such a schema-based process, namely variable-rate 
speech categorization, can also be quantitatively modeled using ART matching and reso-
nance rules. These examples provide convergent evidence that similar ART matching and 
resonance processes operate on multiple levels of the auditory system. These results extend 
the analyses of Grossberg (1978, 1986) of a variety of speech and word recognition data 
properties using ART mechanisms; also see Cohen and Grossberg (1986) and Grossberg and 
Stone (1986). 
While the present model of primitive segregation is capable of qualitatively producing 
correct responses for the key streaming stimuli mentioned above, the model needs to be 
further developed in order to emulate other phenomena. For example, the existing model 
does not yet contain onset or offset mechanisms to help create more sharply synchronized 
resonant onsets and offsets. As a result, the spect;rallayer decays slowly at the offset of a tone. 
In addition, onset and offset cues can influence the segregation process itself. For example, 
the continuity illusion of hearing a tone in noise can be destroyed by decreasing or increasing 
the amplitude of the tone at the onset or offset of the noise (Bregman, 1990; Bregman and 
Dannenbring, 1977). Another set of data that need further investigation demonstrate how 
the addition of harmonics can help overcome grouping by proximity; e.g., how the addition of 
harmonics to one glide in a crossing glide stimulus leads to a cross percept and not a bounce 
percept in Figure 5c. Using analog, rather than winner-tale-all, activations of pitch stream 
neurons should handle these cases. Finally, no learning exists in the model, and thus an 
exploration of how an organism can learn to adaptively tune its pitch stream representations 
for primitive auditory scene analysis remains to be developed. Previous analyses of learning 
by AHT networks will provide helpful guideposts for these future studies. 
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Figure Captions · 
Figure 1: A groups better with B if they are closer in frequency. However, simultaneous 
cues, such as common onsets, common offsets and harmonicity, can help group B and C. 
Adapted from Bregman and Pinker (1978). 
Figure 2: Stimulus and percept of the continuity illusion. (a) shows the stimulus that is 
presented to listeners, and (b) represents the percept. Note that in the stimulus, the tone 
does not continue through the noise, but stops at the onset of the noise, and continues at 
the offset of the noise, but the percept is that the tone continues through the noise. 
Figure 3: When A and B are presented by themselves, listeners could easily judge the 
order of them. If A and 13 were flanked by tones F, then listeners had a more difficult time. 
However, if the captor tones C surrounded the flankers, then F strearn.ed with C, leaving 
A-13 to a different stream, allowing the listeners to hear the order once again. Adapted from 
Bregman and Rudnicky (1975). 
Figure 4: Stimuli and percept of the experiment by Steiger (1980). (a) and (b) show the 
stimuli that were presented to the subjects. In (b), the noise spectra is not added to the 
glides, but actually replaces the glide portions. For both the stimuli in (a) and (b), listeners 
hear the two streams shown in (c) and (d). In (b), a third stream is heard corresponding to 
the broadband noise bursts. Adapted from Steiger (1980). 
Figure 5: Stimuli and listeners' responses in Halpern (1977) for different haxmonic condi-
tions. The complex glides were all 1 second long, and the numbers next to a glide is its 
harmonic number. The numbers below each figure corresponds to the preference of hearing 
a bounce or a cross: numbers greater than 2.5 correspond to a bounce percept, and nnrnbers 
below 2.5 correspond to a cross percept. Adapted from Halpern (1977). 
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Figure 6: Stimuli of Tougas and Bregman (1990) for four different harmonic conditions. 
All but the rich crossing condition produced a bounce percept, even when the interval I 
was filled with silence, noise, or just the glides. The order, from greatest to the least, of 
bounciness was rich bouncing, all pure, and all rich. Adapted from Tougas and Bregman 
( 1990). 
Figure 7: (a) Scale illusion in which a downward and an upward scale are being played at 
the same time, except that every other tone in a given scale is presented to the opposite ear, 
corresponding to an L or R for left and right ear. (b) The result is that listeners group based 
on frequency proximity, and heard the two streams A and B. Adapted from Deutsch (1975). 
Figure 8: Block diagram of the ARTSTREAM auditory streaming model. See text for 
further details. 
Figure 9: Interaction between the energy measure, the spectral stream layer, the pitch 
strea.m layer, and the pitch surnrnation layer. The energy measure layer is fed forward 
in a frequency-specific one-to-many manner to each frequency-speciJic stream node in the 
spectral stream layer. In addition, this feed-forward activation is contrast-enhanced. There 
is also cornpetition within the spectral stream layer across streams for each frequency so 
that a component is allocated to only one stream at a time. Each stream in the spectral 
stream layer activates its corresponding pitch stream in the pitch stream layer. Each pitch 
neuron receives excitation from its harmonics in the corresponding stream. Since each pitch 
stream is a winner-talze-all network, only one pitch can be active at any given time. Across 
streams in the pitch stream layer, there is asymmetric competition for each pitch so that 
one stream is biased to win and the same pitch can not be represented in another stream. 
Finally, the winning pitch neuron feeds back excitation to its harmonics in the corresponding 
spectral stream. The stream also receives nonspecific inhibition from the pitch summation 
layer, which sums up the activity at the pitch stream layer for that stream. This nonspecific 
inhibition helps to suppress those components that are not supported by the top-down 
excitation, which plays the role of a priming stimulus or expectation. 
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Figure 10: Stimuli and the listeners' percepts that model simulations emulate. The hashed 
boxes represent broadband noise. The stimuli consist of: (a) two inharmonic tones, (b) 
tone-silence-tone, (c) tone-noise-tone, (d) a ramp or glide-noise-glide, (e) crossing glides, (f) 
crossing glides where the intersection point has been replaced by silence; (g) crossing glides 
where the intersection point has been replaced by noise, (h) Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus, 
and (i) Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus where bifurcation points have been replaced by noise. 
Figure 11: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the two tone stimulus. 
Figure 12: Model results for the two tone stimulus. (a) spectral stream layer and (b) pitch 
stream layer for stream 1; and (c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer for stream 
2. 
Figure 13: Schematic of how the model segregates the two inharmonic tones into two 
different streams. See text for explanation. 
Figure 14: (a) spectrogram 11nd (b) result of energy measure for the tone-silence- tone 
stimulus. 
Figure 15: Model results for the tone-silence-tone stimulus. (a) spectral stream layer and 
(b) pitch stream layer for stream 1; and (c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer 
for stream 2. 
Figure 16: (a) spectrogram a.nd (b) result of energy measure for the tone-noise-tone stim-
ulus. 
Figure 17: Model results for the tone-noise-tone stimulus. (a) spectral stream layer and 
(b) pitch stream layer for stream l; and (c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer 
for stream 2. 
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Figure 18: The (a) spectral and (b) pitch stream layers for stream 3 for the tone-noise-tone 
stimulus. 
Figure 19: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the ramp stimulus. 
Figure 20: Model results for the ramp stimulus. (a) spectral stream layer and (b) pitch 
stream layer for stream 1; and (c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer for stream 
2. 
Figure 21: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the crossing glide stimulus. 
Figure 22: Model results for the crossing glide stimulus. (a) spectral stream layer and (b) 
pitch stream layer for stream 1; and (c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer for 
stream 2. 
Figure 23: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the crossing glide stimulus 
with silence replacing the intersection point. 
Figure 24: Model results for the crossing glide stimulus with silence replacing the intersec-
tion point. (a) spectral stream layer a.nd (b) pitch stream layer for stream 1; a.nd (c) spectra.! 
stream layer a.nd (d) pitch stream layer for stream 2. 
Figure 25: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the crossing glide stimulus 
with noise replacing the intersection point. 
Figure 26: Model results for the crossing glide stimulus with noise replacing the intersection 
point. (a) spectral stream layer and (b) pitch stream layer for stream 1; and (c) spectral 
stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer for stream 2. 
Figure 27: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the Steiger (1980) diamond 
stimulus. 
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Figure 28: Model results for the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus. (a) spectral stream layer 
and (b) pitch stream layer for stream 1; and (c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream 
layer for stream 2. 
Figure 29: (a) spectrogram and (b) result of energy measure for the Steiger ( 1980) diamond 
stimulus with noise bursts replacing the bifurcation points. 
Figure 30: Model results for the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus with noise bursts replacing 
the bifurcation points. (a.) spectral stream layer and (b) pitch stream layer for stream 1; and 
(c) spectral stream layer and (d) pitch stream layer for stream 2. 
Figure 31: Geometric representation of spa.tia.llateralization using interaura.l timing differ-
ences (ITD). 
Figure 32: Block diagram of an ARTSTREAM model that incorporates both pitch and 
spatial location cues. 
Figure 33: Interaction between spatial locations in the f- T field, pitch stream layer, and 
the spectral stream layer. The nonspecific inhibitory neurons are not shown. Only one stream 
can occupy one spatial location, except at the central "head-centered" location T = 0, where 
multiple streams can be represented. Once a spatial location has been derived, the spatial 
location nonspecifica.lly primes all the neurons in its corresponding pitch stream layer. At the 
central location, the N streams are all primed. Once components have been grouped based 
on pitch, the neurons in a. spectral stream layer specifically excite the components at their 
corresponding spatial location. At the central location, the spectral neurons, corresponding 
to a given frequency, from all N streams excite the corresponding neuron at T = 0. 
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